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by

ASIA

Redefined

LUXE by EXO endeavours to evolve luxury travel in Asia, redefining and
uncovering the region's most exclusive experiences.
Backed by EXO Travel Group's 25 years of experience in Asia, LUXE by
EXO was created for the sole purpose of bringing refined, specialised travel
encounters to life.
For many, Asia is the quintessential travel destination. Its ancient cities and
cultures, exotic natural landscapes and renowned hospitality traditions have
captured imaginations for millennia. Today, countless adventures await across
its borders, supported by ever-modernising infrastructure and some of the
world's finest hotels.
Created by our destination experts, our meticulously crafted, fully
customisable LUXE tour itineraries are inspired by exclusivity. Offering the
classic, the ultra-modern, the opulent and the authentic, LUXE by EXO has
the expertise and imagination to craft journeys that push the boundaries of
modern luxury travel.
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TEN ENCHANTING

Destinations
Diverse destinations; unique experiences. Our extraordinary excursions
across Asia unravel the joys, charms and nuances that make each location a
world of its own.
LUXE by EXO aims to reveal the unique character of every destination
through singular explorations into nature, culture and history. Our
adventures across this vast region are as diverse as the terrain. Luxurious
river safaris through the wilds of Asia. Private dining experiences with
celebrated chefs. Customised guided tours showcasing mega cities, ancient
realms and remote archipelagos. Insider encounters; each experience highly
personalised.
Drawing on our extensive local knowledge of every destination, we're able
to identify the new and access the rare to craft Asia's most prestigious
journeys.
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Maeve Nolan

LUXE by EXO Director
Born in Scotland, raised in Australia and residing in
Asia for over 20 years, Maeve has spent the last two
decades crafting her experiences in travel across the
region. Drawing on years of experience as a Product
Manager for EXO and as the general manager of a
high-end bespoke touring company, Maeve pairs
insight into the traveller mindset with in-depth
operational knowledge to bring elevated private
journeys to the discerning luxury traveller.

LUXE
TEAMS

Passion and curiosity are what
drive our luxury travel teams.
As local residents, they delight in
introducing new experiences to
our guests, proud to showcase
their destinations in creative ways.
This commitment to travel
innovation gives LUXE by EXO
the expertise luxury travellers
expect. Our promise to deliver the
most exclusive local experiences
to guests is achieved by talented
specialist teams in each of our 10
destinations.
These driven individuals epitomise
the service-minded travel
professional. Fuelled by their
own desire for discovery, each
is committed to providing the
dedicated services for which LUXE
by EXO is renowned.

8

Dedicated
SERVICES

'

A person
susceptible to
`wanderlust' is not
so much addicted
to movement as
committed to
transformation
ÐPico Iyer
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LUXE
Tour Styles
LUXE by EXO creates
distinctive journeys that
transcend the boundaries
of Asia.
For some, it's a pristine
beach. To others, it's a
private dinner with a prince.
To ensure all our guests'
desires are met, LUXE by EXO
offerings go above, beyond
and beneath.
Our tour styles run the
spectrum, from indulgent
city getaways to energetic
adventure tours. In this
section, we cover the
incredible scope of journeys
we offer across the region,
capturing the different
cultures and characters of
every destination.

10

Imagine sitting by one of Asia's most iconic monuments, Champagne flute
in hand, bathed in a pastel sunset. Or a private audience with a member of
royalty in one of Asia's last principalities. It's highly exclusive and personal
experiences like these we aim to provide our guests Ð discerning travellers
who seek out the extraordinary in every destination.

You must give everything to
make your life as beautiful
as the dreams that dance in
your imagination.

'

ÐRoman Payne
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LUXE
Signature

12

Private chef's dinners, exclusive gallery tours, rare insights into local
culture Ð the LUXE Signature collection offers a selective range of
insider encounters available nowhere else in the region. Representing
experiential luxury travel at its finest, these moments are what elevate
the LUXE by EXO offering realms beyond the standard.

While these exclusive opportunities are key to what makes LUXE by EXO so unique, they
are only part of the story. As part of a carefully curated journey, they are underpinned
by intuitive service and stays in Asia's most luxurious resorts, with each opulent touch
personalised to the desires of the individual guest.
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INSIDER
ACCESS
Across Asia, LUXE by EXO
delivers local cultural
experiences via our Insider
Access collection that expose the
modern soul of each destination
while paying homage to its
oldest traditions.
Committed to introducing our
guests to local experts, showing
them the destination from a new
perspective whilst providing an
insider's view of contemporary
culture, we take pride in crafting
journeys with unexpected twists.

14

ANGKOR PHOTOGRAPHY
WITH JOHN MCDERMOTT
Guests can take that perfect
picture of Angkor Wat with
guidance from award-winning
photographer John McDermott. A
resident of Siem Reap, John leads
a tour through local villages and
secret viewpoints, offering expert
tips along the way so that guests
go home with professional-level
travel photographs.
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PRIVATE SUMO
EXPERIENCE

An unrivalled glimpse into a beloved
Japanese tradition. This 'backstage
pass' to a sumo stable showcases the
day-to-day life of a sumo wrestler,
including their diet, training, living
quarters and the traditional dish said
to bestow them with strength and
vitality.

MEET A 20TH-CENTURY
EXPLORER
Lawrence Blair, Ph.D. is an
anthropologist, author, explorer,
presenter and co-producer of the
internationally acclaimed TV series
Ring of Fire. An Emmy-award
nominee and winner of the 1989
National Educational Film and Video
Festival Silver Apple Award, he taps
into his gift for storytelling to regale
guests with decades of adventures
across Indonesia. A resident of Bali
for the past 35 years, he shares his
local insights over a sumptuous
private dinner.

16

ANCIENT KATANA
SWORD-MAKING
Of all the examples
of Japanese
craftmanship, the
sword is perhaps the
most compelling.
In this signature
experience, guests
visit a swordsmith's
atelier to learn the
history of the katana
and see the work
that goes into forging
these iconic weapons.
An intriguing look at
a lost art form.

The gladdest moment in human life, methinks, is a departure into
unknown lands.

'

ÐSir Richard Burton
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SKY
HIGH
The best way to truly appreciate
the majesty of Asia's most iconic
sites is from the skies.
Drifting over temple tops
in the dawn light, admiring
the symmetry of Angkor Wat
somehow lost from the ground,
or circling above the smoke of
an active volcano Ð this is what
elevated travel is all about.

Once you have tasted flight,
you will forever walk the
earth with your eyes turned
skyward, for there you have
been, and there you will
always long to return.

'

ÐDa Vinci
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SOAR OVER
HISTORY
Flying between sky
scrapers in Hong Kong or
Tokyo, over the Borneoan
rainforest or taking in a
bird's-eye view of Chiang
Mai's temples
Ð our helicopter charters
provide a spectacular new
perspective. Myriad scenic
flights to choose from,
whether tailored to a
special occasion or simply
fulfilling a desire to soar
sky-high.

A SCENIC FLIGHT
OVER ANGKOR
Few travel experiences
can rival seeing Angkor
Wat from above.
A half-day helicopter
flight from Siem Reap
provides an aerial view of
the temple complex, and
showcases the verdant
jungle and countryside
that surround this
legendary monument.

20

FLY ABOVE
THE GREAT WALL
A Great Wall
experience with an
exclusive difference,
this helicopter tour is
the only way to truly
capture the magnitude
of this wonder of the
world.
Guests are flown over
both restored and
original sections of the
Wall and the Guanting
Reservoir before
returning back to base
over prairie land. The
tour concludes with a
glass of bubbles.
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GOURMET
INDULGENCE
We believe the best
cultural discoveries are
made through cuisine, and
LUXE by EXO Gastronomy
offers travellers endless
opportunities to explore
Asia from the dinner
table.

Searching out the
best restaurants, the
boldest chefs and the
truest local flavours,
LUXE by EXO curates
dining experiences
that range from
streetside adventures
to meticulously crafted
kaiseki meals.
With the attitude that
cuisine opens a window
to the cultural identity of
a destination, we ensure
every bite seizes the
opportunity to not just
delight the palate, but to
enlighten the mind.

Food is a central activity
of mankind and one of
the single most significant
trademarks of a culture.

'

'

ÐMark Kurlansky

22
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SUSHI-101 BY A
CELEBRATED CHEF

In a private tutorial with one
of Japan's top chefs, guests
learn the trade secrets of
hand-rolling sushi. This halfday experience immerses
guests in Japan's famously
vibrant foodie scene, using
the finest ingredients to craft
their own meal of top-grade
sushi.

TWILIGHT TOUR &
A HOMEMADE MEAL
This tour introduces
travellers to a side of Hue,
Vietnam, rarely experienced
by tourists. The evening
begins with a chauffeurdriven Vespa tour around
town, stopping to enjoy the
views from secret scenic
spots. The highlight is a
family meal in a private
home, where travellers get
to enjoy traditional local
food while swapping stories
with their host family.

24

UBUD
CULINARY
DISCOVERY
A restaurant-hopping
tour through Bali's
cultural capital, this
tour showcases the
locale's best dining
alongside its lushest
landscapes.
Enjoying a different
course in each venue,
guests are treated to
a diverse menu that
brings together flavours
from across Indonesia.
This exclusive dining
experience is tailored
to the guest's individual
preferences.
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COASTAL
ESCAPES
THE NEWEST,
BOLDEST LUXURY
RESORTS IN 2019.
Coastal properties
have expanded over
the last decade;
with increased
development across
Southeast Asia's
coastlines, there's no
shortage of resorts
offering a premium
seaside stay. But not
all are created equal.

LUXE by EXO connects
travellers to only the
most outstanding
brands and resorts.
We hand-pick
properties based
on striking design,
operational excellence
and innovative
hospitality concepts.
Our consultants also
look for authenticity
and charm, as well as
sheer aesthetic wowfactor.
Our destinations,
too, are out of the
ordinary. Myanmar's
Mergui Archipelago,
Raja Amput, the Riau
Archipelago and
Cambodia's deserted
islands are some of
our favourites for
2019.

Oh, the places you'll go!

'

'

ÐDr Seuss
26
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Wa Ale, Mergui Archipelego, Myanmar

Wa Ale, Mergui Archipelego, Myanmar

Six Senses, Bali, Indonesia

Six Senses, Bali, Indonesia

28

Six Senses, Bali, Indonesia

Bawah Private Reserve, Indonesia

Bawah Private Reserve, Indonesia

Bawah Private Reserve, Indonesia
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Six Senses Krabey Island, Cambodia

Six Senses Krabey Island, Cambodia

Awei Pila, Mergui Archipelego, Myanmar
30

Six Senses Krabey Island, Cambodia

Awei Pila, Mergui Archipelego, Myanmar

Rosewood, Phuket, Thailand

Rosewood, Phuket, Thailand

Rosewood, Phuket, Thailand

Alila, Koh Russey, Cambodia

Alila, Koh Russey, Cambodia
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LUXE by EXO

S U STAI N A BI L I T Y
LUXE by EXO supports The EXO
Foundation.
Certified in 2014, the foundation
has operated according to Travelife
sustainability requirements, which
are officially accredited by the Global
Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC).
Meeting the highest standards in the
industry, this certification is recognition of
our sustainability efforts.
This policy is defined by seven core pillars:
- We commit to our people
- We care about the environment
- We care about our customers
- We involve our supply chain
- We respect human rights
- We fight against corruption
- We support community
development and involvement
LUXE by EXO adheres to the EXO
Foundation Responsible Travel Policy
to help our guests meaningfully engage
with the communities and natural
environments they visit, in order to create
a more sustainable Asia.

32

REHABILITATING
BALI'S CORAL REEFS
An educational and enriching
sustainable experience.
It's one thing to dive and
another to join forces with
a non-profit organisation
attempting to save coral
reefs. This thrilling escaperoom experience sees guests
team up at the Coral Triangle
Centre in Sanur, Indonesia,
in a challenge where
cracking codes not only
solves the puzzle but helps
find a solution to local coral
destruction.
This family-friendly activity
ends with an afternoon
sailing trip along Sanur reef.
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DANANG WILDLIFE
EXPERIENCE

One of Asia's lesser-known
wildlife sanctuaries, the Son
Tra Peninsula in Vietnam
is home to a breathtaking
richness of flora and
fauna. Guided by a local
conservationist from the
NGO Green Viet, guests will
embark on a jungle walk
through incredible scenery,
spotting wildlife and taking
in the views from a local
lookout point.

34

LAOS ETHNIC DIVERSITY
& ARTISAN ENCOUNTER

Offering cultural exchange with Laos'
hill tribe communities, this experience
begins with a visit to the Traditional
Arts and Ethnology Centre of Laos, and
a private tour by one of the centre's
founding members.
Guests enjoy a presentation followed
by a question and answer session,
plus an exclusive exhibition of ethnic
village artifacts. The tour ends with
an interactive Lao weaving lesson at
artisan community Ock Pop Tok.

BIRD-WATCHING
SIEM REAP
The ancient Angkorian capital
is home to more than temple
cities. On this tour, guests equip
themselves with binoculars
and spend the day admiring
Cambodia's abundant bird
life. With a local birdwatching
expert, they'll venture into
the countryside to protected
wetlands, scanning the skies
for Sarus cranes and other
endemic birds. With any luck,
they'll spot one of Cambodia's
18 threatened species.
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ACTIVE

ADVENTURES
LUXE by EXO takes intrepid
explorers beyond the
boundaries of conventional
travel.
From camping atop the
Great Wall of China to
remote jungle trekking in
Northern Vietnam Ð we
do it all with exceptional
service. More than forays
into nature, our active
experiences include
cultural activities and
plenty of pampered
indulgence.

We believe anything is
possible and as such,
our specialist teams
collaborate with our sister
brand EXO Adventure to
craft active experiences
with a LUXE difference.
EXO Adventure is the most
experienced team in the
region, with more than
15 years of organising
high-end active holidays
throughout Asia, so guests
can be assured a highquality tour, designed with
the most stringent levels of
safety in mind.
Tapping into the local
knowledge of our
destination experts we
have created a selection
of inspirational adventures
that give travellers oncein-a-lifetime experiences in
one-of-a-kind locales.
From the highly energetic
to the moderately active,
these tours appeal to every
level of ability, with all the
indulgent touches that set
LUXE experiences apart.

36
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SUMBA WILDERNESS
INDULGENCE

This remote Indonesian island
getaway matches outdoor
activity with indulgent touches.
A balance of action and
relaxation at The Nihi, this
tour can be tailored to guests'
activity levels with a mix of
pasttimes, including surfing,
snorkelling, paddle boarding,
meditation, yoga, and nature
trekking through the island's
incredible landscapes.
Local cuisine is a highlight,
with unforgettable dining
experiences taking place
throughout the tour. A magical
experience that showcases one
of our most exclusive island
destinations.

38

CAMP THE
GREAT WALL
This two-day hike never fails
to impress Ð and it's clear
why. The trip includes an
overnight stay on top of the
Great Wall of China, allowing
guests to experience this
iconic attraction without the
tourist crowds. Sleeping in
the shadows of ramparts and
waking to an unforgettable
sunrise Ð truly the adventure
of a lifetime.

FOLLOW THE
DRAGON'S BACK
This tour lets guests experience
Vietnam the local way: by bicycle.
Moving through Vietnam's diverse
landscapes at a slower pace allows
travellers to fully appreciate and
embrace local culture, not to
mention savour Vietnam's idyllic
countryside.
Our cycling tour spans the country.
Travellers pedal from Hanoi's
bustling streets to Vietnam's central
region, then descend to sea level,
cycling to Ho Chi Minh City where
their adventure concludes.
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URBAN
DISCOVERIES

The mega cities of Asia
present a thrilling challenge
to the modern explorer. With
myriad discoveries waiting at
every turn, expert advice on
the ground is essential.
At LUXE by EXO we make it
easy for guests by offering
tours that get to the heart of
every destination.
Our guides connect travellers
to the type of experiences
they seek, whether it's
exploring a city's hidden
gems or getting an in-depth
view of its iconic sites.

40
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STROLL THROUGH
YANGON'S HERITAGE
With its glittering Buddhist
temples and grand colonial
architecture, Yangon offers
up a visual feast for guests
embarking on a walking
tour. This full-day experience
provides a colourful trip
through local history, where
guests can trace the city's
heritage with the help of a
local guide from the Yangon
Heritage Trust.
This tour encompasses
myriad architectural
landmarks, including the
19th-century Irrawaddy
Flotilla Company building,
the historic Armenian church,
Myanmar's only synagogue
and Sule Pagoda.

When overseas, you learn more about your own country than you
do the place you're visiting.

'

'

ÐClint Borgen
42

VINTAGE RIDE
SHANGHAI
This tour lets guests
explore Shanghai in retro
style with a vintage bike
ride through this dazzling
modern city. Pedalling
through narrow alleys
and crisscrossing local
neighbourhoods, travellers
get a close-up look at
everyday life.

TOKYO STREET
PHOTOGRAPHY
A tour through Tokyo's vibrant urban jungle led by a
professional photographer.
Japan is a photographer's dream, and this tour gives
guests the expert skills they need to capture the city
in all its vivid colour. They'll not only visit the most
photogenic sites in the city, they'll also get professional
tips from their guide on how to approach every image.
Travellers will return home with expert-level
photography of their urban Japan adventure, not to
mention skills that will last them a lifetime.
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I am not the
same having seen
the moon shine
on the other side
of the world.
ÐMary Anne Radmacher

44

'

'

CRUISE
AWAY
Cast off the bowlines; LUXE by EXO's
cruise experiences sail deep into the Asia
region's most incredible waterways.

RAJA AMPAT EXPLORATION
THE FINAL FRONTIER
Indulging travellers in the pure luxury
of escape, this island getaway makes
the lesser-known islands of West
Papua Indonesia home for as many
days as they desire. Aboard stylish
phinisi boats, cruisers or yachts,
guests drift through an archipelago
of incredible beauty, spending their
days diving, snorkelling or exploring
the mangroves by kayak. A treat for
nature-lovers, Raja Amput is home to
diverse exotic wildlife, including birds
of paradise, cuscus and dugong.
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SAILING THE MERGUI
ARCHIPELAGO
A cruise through
Myanmar's little-known
Mergui Archipelago, this
exclusive trip epitomises
the quest for unspoiled
beauty. Tailored to the
guests' desires, the boat
moors in quiet bays to
make time for snorkelling,
island trekking and
meeting local communities.
One of the world's last
'hidden' gems.

REMOTE INDONESIAN
LUXURY CRUISES
The twin-masted Indonesian
craft, the phinisi, offers an
authentic sailing experience on
the waters of the Coral Triangle.
This island-hopping trip reaches
remote locations far from the
tourist beaches of Bali, cruising
through quiet waterways and
letting guests enjoy the serenity
of the seas. Onboard, only the
finest luxuries, from Indonesian
gastronomy to cocooning private
cabins.

46

CRUISE THE MEKONG
IN STYLE
A generous selection of
luxury cruises ply the
waters of the Mekong River
between Vietnam and
Cambodia. Quaint wooden
vessels feature stylish, cosy
cabins, taking passengers
on river adventures from
four to twelve days to
Phnom Penh and Siem
Reap.
Shore excursions offer
rich cultural explorations,
including tours of the
Angkor temples and insights
into riverside communities.
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ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS

Spectacular sunsets, private
islands, boutique luxury
hotels and breathtaking
natural beauty Ð all the
elements for the romantic
escape of a lifetime.
Whether planning a
honeymoon, celebrating an
anniversary or rekindling the
spirit of adventure, couples
can find their perfect retreat
in Asia.

We travel, some
of us forever, to
seek other states,
other lives,
other souls

'

ÐAnais Nin

48

'
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ROMANCE ON THE SEAS
YACHT CRUISE
A yacht designed for just one couple,
adrift on the waters of Komodo
National Park.
Few couples' experiences are as
exclusive and intimate as this.
Sailing around one of Indonesia's
most stunning islands, this cruise
takes place aboard the luxurious
Alexa, a single-cabin phinisi yacht,
furnished with every modern
comfort.
Private meals on the deck, treks
across pristine islands, swimming
off deserted beaches Ð this trip
sets the tone for a lifetime of
adventure.

50

JAPAN HONEYMOON
TRADITION AND
OPULENCE
Japan is the perfect place for a
honeymoon. Discreet, refined
service, attention to detail and
world-class hotels and resorts
ensure a seamless luxury
experience from start to finish.
Traditional ryokan inns excel
at privacy, while immersing
newlyweds in the nostalgia and
beauty of onsen and keiseki
tradition. An introduction to
geisha culture provides an
intriguing look into a lifestyle
shrouded in mystery, while
nature and history tours
showcase Tokyo's most iconic
sites.
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WELLNESS
This growing sector opens the
door for travel that enriches the
inner journey, allowing guests to
engage with the spirituality of
their destination.
LUXE by EXO embraces wellness
by offering travel experiences
that deepen our customers'
connection to the locale while
promoting physical and mental
wellbeing. Low-impact activities
such as yoga, cycling and
stand-up paddle-boarding help
travellers reduce tension in
the great outdoors, while more
health-focused encounters
include therapeutic massage
and herbal medicine workshops.
Our commitment to wellness is
supported by dining experiences
that feature whole, organic
ingredients, fresh seafood and
the best local produce Ð not
to mention fully customisable
menus that encompass
everything from traditional
cuisine to contemporary dining.
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EAT, PRAY, LOVE

Inspired by the book by Elizabeth
Gilbert, this guided Bali daytrip
captures the cultural spirit of the Island
of the Gods through a range of local
encounters.
Guests will meet with a Balinese
astrologer, learn traditional Balinese
crafts and take part in a hands-on
Balinese cooking class. An interactive
day that immerses the traveller in local
village life.

54

MEDITATION &
MONK CHANT
CHIANG MAI
This tour gives travellers
the opportunity to tread
Thailand's spiritual path
with an insightful Buddhist
experience in Chiang Mai.
They'll learn meditation
techniques from a local
master, focusing on stilling
and clearing the mind,
then they'll sit down with
a Buddhist monk for an
enlightened discussion on
Thai religion and culture,
learning about the monk's
own life at the monastery.
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VINTAGE

RIDES
As soon as I'm on
the road, I see,
often palpably,
that I know
nothing at all,
which is always a
great liberation.

'

'

ÐPico Iyer
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There's more than one way
to explore a destination,
and LUXE by EXO delights
in showing travellers the
sights via unexpected forms
of transport. Our Vintage
Rides selections encompass
motorbiking in the Golden
Triangle, seeing Shanghai
from a sidecar and cruising
through Saigon on the back
of a vintage Vespa.
These exclusive travel modes
break up the predictability of
the standard, and let guests
take in the locale from a new
perspective.
Perhaps the most indelible
way to experience a place is
through the lens of nostalgia;
LUXE by EXO vintage rides
aim to make that a possibility
in every destination.
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SEE SAIGON
BY VINTAGE VESPA
Undoubtedly, the best
way to see Saigon is by
motorbike. After the
sun sets, guests pillion
on a Vespa and cruise
into Ho Chi Minh City's
vibrant culinary scene.
Zooming through the city,
shoulder-to-shoulder with
seven million or so local
motorcyclists, travellers
are led to the city's best
street food vendors for
an authentic taste of
Vietnam.

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE
BY CLASSIC BIKE
What better way to explore
Northern Thailand's
landscapes than by Royal
Enfield. On this weeklong adventure, travellers
hit the backroads on a
motorcycle, winding through
verdant valleys and serene
mountainous countryside. Pure
freedom on the open road,
this tour showcases a side of
Thailand few travellers ever
get to experience.

58

SHANGHAI
BY SIDECAR
Not your typical tour, this
urban adventure through
the streets of Shanghai lets
guests see the city from a
vintage motorcycle sidecar.
Led by a local expat, this tour
follows a path through the
hidden alleys and lesser-seen
neighbourhoods of Shanghai,
revealing its quiet charms
and the ins and outs of local
life.
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FAMILY
ADVENTURES

Ripe for adventure, with plenty
to keep younger travellers
engaged, Asia is the ideal place
for a fun-filled family trip.
At LUXE by EXO, our local
knowledge allows us to tailor
trips exactly to the expectations
and needs of each family,
ensuring a seamless holiday
where children are entertained
and parents have plenty of
opportunity to relax.
As with all our tours, family
holidays are full of exclusive
experiences and special
moments that will be cherished
for a lifetime.

60
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ANGKOR WAT
SCAVENGER HUNT

Tomb Raider and Indiana
Jones fans will be enchanted
by this tour, which features
a photography `scavenger
hunt' in one of the world's
most famous temple sites.
Families take a map of
the site and embark on an
adventure, taking pictures
of items on the list and
unravelling mysteries along
the way. One of the most
exciting and engaging ways
to experience Siem Reap's
Angkor Thom.

62

RIVER KWAI NATURE
& ADVENTURE FAMILY
EXPERIENCE
This family adventure to
Kanchanaburi, Thailand,
immerses families in the
beauty of the River Kwai and
its tranquil surrounds.
This tour also includes a
nature trek to the cascading
Erawan Waterfall, with a visit
to Phra That Cave and an
encounter with wild Asian
elephants.
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DIGITAL
DETOX
LET'S WANDER WHERE
THE WI-FI IS WEAK

We're so busy watching
out for what's just
ahead of us that we
don't take time to
enjoy where we are.

'

ÐBill Watterson

64

'

In our hyperconnected
world, the opportunity
to `unplug' is one of life's
greatest privileges. While
technology has enriched
and enabled travel in
untold ways, it can also be
an obstacle to discovery. To
counter this, LUXE by EXO
offers tours that head well
out of WiFi range.
Our Digital Detox escapes
are designed specifically
to take travellers `off
the grid'. Heading deep
into remote wilderness,
climbing to the roof of the
world, or wandering distant
plains, they leave any
reliable Internet connection
far behind and remind
travellers what it's like to
be truly present.
Relaxing, nature-based,
free of any digital
distraction, these
experiences allow our
guests to reconnect to what
matters most.
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TIBET CAMPING
EXPEDITION

This trek into the rugged wilds of Tibet takes travellers to `the roof of the
world'. Challenging enough to recalibrate the mind, it traverses the highest
and most spectacular mountain passes on the planet. Guests will walk
through villages untouched by modernity, meet nomadic herdsmen and
pause at ancient Tibetan monasteries along their journey.
There's the option of extending the trip at Norden Camp in the Tibetan
Autonomous Kenlho Prefecture. Just 20 minutes from the monastic town
of Labrang, this stop allows trekkers to engage with Tibetan culture while
staying in a comfortably furnished log cabin.
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LUXURY TENTED CAMP
ADVENTURES
Not all travellers wish to
disappear into the Bornean
rainforest or climb the Tibetan
Plateau. LUXE by EXO provides
ample opportunity for such
travellers to feel immersed
in the wild while lounging in
the lap of luxury. Camping will
never be the same again after
the experience of camping at
the luxurious Four Seasons
Tented Camp in Thailand.
Take a private lesson with
a mahout and learn how to
communicate and bond with
an elephant. Wine, dine and be
pampered on a spa treatment
in the heart of nature.

DANUM VALLEY
RAINFOREST ADVENTURE
Travellers can experience the unique
sights and sounds of Borneo's oldest
rainforests in the Danum Valley. Daily
activities include exploring jungle trails,
bathing in pristine rivers and bird spotting.
There's also plenty of opportunity to catch
sight of one of the island's most beloved
inhabitants, the Bornean orangutan.
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LUXE

SE LE CTION
The best hotels, resorts,
cruises & lodges of Asia
Experiences are defined by
personalisation and at LUXE by EXO
we make sure every detail is designed
to ensure an exceptional outcome.
Choosing the right property is key to
achieving this, so we look for more
than `just' luxury; we search out
accommodations with wow-factor,
that push luxury hospitality to new
extremes.
Our consultants delight in handpicking
not only the finest hotels, but obtaining
exclusive access to their most
impressive rooms and suites. We want
our guests to enjoy the utmost comfort
and pampering service in every
destination. It's this pursuit of the
extraordinary that defines the LUXE by
EXO offering.
The following pages cover our partner
hotels and resorts Ð each playing its
own role in redefining the luxury travel
experience in Asia.
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ROSEWOOD LUANG PRABANG, LAOS
Located just 10 minutes from the UNESCO World Heritage town of
Luang Prabang, the resort offers an escape into the lush natural
surroundings of jungle, river and waterfall and an immersive experience
of local culture. All 23 guest rooms, suites, villas and luxury tents are
individually designed by world-renowned architect Bill Bensley and
feature traditional Laotian and French-colonial inspired decor, some
with private pool on an expansive terrace. Experience seasonal farmto-table dining and authentic Royal Laotian cuisine at The Great House
and relax at the Elephant Bridge Bar traversing the picturesque river
for classic cocktails with a tropical twist of local herbs and spices.
Treatments at Sense, A Rosewood Spa combines time-honoured
Laotian healing remedies and Western techniques at three individual
tented villas. Guests can enjoy a myriad of once-in-a-lifetime tailormade experiences of Luang Prabang or simply retreat beside the oval
swimming pool in cabanas with oversized daybeds.

MEKONG KINGDOM, LAOS
Mekong Kingdom is pioneering a stylish new way of exploring the Mekong
with modern refurbished boats, bespoke itineraries, a playful, artistic
spirit and boundless comfort. Embark on a unique journey of dreams
and discovery on Southeast Asia's most beguiling waterway, the Mekong
River and experience its spectacular and mighty presence on multi-day
cruises. Choose from a variety of luxurious boats for an ultimate cruising
experience. There are vessels such as the Gypsy, Boheme that offer
private rooms and well-stocked bars for free spirited life aboard or the
Monsoon, Play and Nomad for shorter cruises to experience the sights
and sounds of the river and surrounding cultural sites. Be pampered with
a butler on stand-by, chilled champagne and the stunning scenery of the
setting sun - perfect for a romantic getaway.

MAISON SOUVANNAPHOUM, LAOS
Nestled in the cultural centre of Laos, find a former residence of Laotian
Prince Souvanna Phouma transformed into an idyllic getaway at Maison
Souvannaphoum Hotel. Combining old-world charm with contemporary
facilities, get a taste of the life of royalty in this colonial mansion. With a
sprawling garden and courtyard topped with a swimming pool and water
feature, the property also boasts of fine Laotian cuisine and a degustation
menu served at Elephant Blanc Restaurant and Heritage Luang Prabang.
The tropical Angsana Spa provides holistic treatments using natural
ingredients from Asia for a rejuvenating experience like no other. With
25 rooms ranging from 34 to 68 square metres, the conveniently located
hotel, just 10 minutes away from the Mekong River and Night Market and
15 minutes from the international airport makes it a perfect luxurious
getaway.
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AVANI+ LUANG PRABANG, LAOS
AVANI+ Luang Prabang is a modern boutique hideaway steeped in
history. As the former site of French officer quarters, it is situated in the
heart of the old town just a few minutes walk to the market and the Nam
Khan River offering a variety of choices for food, activities and shopping.
The property is designed with fresh classic-contemporary style while
remaining true to its colonial architectural heritage. The hotel features
53 guest rooms spread across two storeys, on an open-plan living with
garden and courtyard views and spacious outdoor living with a private
balcony or terrace in every room. The Main Street Bar&Grill is an Asian
inspired grill, featuring international favourites and Luang Prabang
specialties, with a cosy bar on the 2nd floor for great cocktails and after
dinner drinks. There are also facilities such as the AVANISPA, AVANIFIT
gym, a 25 metre outdoor lap pool and pool bar, multi-purpose indoor
and outdoor facilities for conferences and events.

AMANTAKALUANG PRABANG, LAOS
Amantaka derives its name from aman ('peace') and taka, from Tipitaka,
meaning 'the teaching of the Buddha' in Theravada scholastic literature.
Set on a garden estate with a serene swimming pool at its heart, the
24-suite property is housed in graceful French colonial buildings in the
UNESCO World Heritage town of Luang Prabang, Laos. Airy and elegant
throughout, the property lies just south of sacred Mount Phousi, within
strolling distance of the temples, boutiques and bakeries lining the main
street. The fabled night market, picturesque banks of the Mekong River
and former Royal Palace are also nearby. Amantaka serves authentic Lao
and French-influenced cuisine in a number of dining venues. The Dining
Room provides an airy colonial ambience while the Lounge Bar is ideal for
afternoon tea. The breezy Pool Terrace is a casual dining venue for lunch
and dinner.

THE DATAI, LANGKAWI, MALAYSIA
Found in the heart of a 10-million-year-old rainforest, The Datai
Langkawi is a captivating destination resort that blends into its natural
surroundings. Situated on the mystical island of Langkawi, the resort's
lush tropical rainforest embraces each room, suite and villa, with private
verandas offering breathtaking views. This serene haven is a place where
guests can reconnect with nature and uplift the soul. Rated as the top ten
beaches in the world by National Geographic, the Datai Bay, together with
the resort's surrounding jungle, is host to a wealth of wildlife, some of
which is endemic to the area. Spot Dusky langurs, Tokay geckos and Sunda
Colugos during the stay that offers a private escape with the comfort of
modern amenities and activities including restaurants, beachfront bars,
spas and swimming pools.
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BORNEO RAINFOREST LODGE, MALAYSIA
The Borneo Rainforest Lodge is nestled amidst Sabah's largest protected
Lowland Rainforest - the Danum Valley Conservation Area - which is
a 43,800 hectare large pristine and undisturbed tropical jungle in the
eastern part of Sabah. The two Single - Storey and one-Double Storey
chalets combine minimalist design and green conservation, exercising
eco-sensitive structure with minimal carbon footprint. Each chalet has
its own outdoor tub with a viewing deck offering a panoramic view of the
surroundings. The river fronting Premium Villas and Premium Deluxe
Chalets offer excellent views of the jungles and both these rooms have a
private plunge pool and outdoor shower. The Premium Villas comes with
a king size bed and the twin queen size bedded Premium Deluxe Chalets
are suitable for families and both room categories are installed with an
effective climate control system to maintain a comfortable level of indoor
humidity.

THE ANDAMAN RESORT LANGKAWI, MALAYSIA
The Andaman, a Luxury Collection Resort located in an idyllic tropical
setting on Malaysia's Langkawi Island, is cosily tucked away between
a 10-million-year-old rainforest and the tranquil Datai Bay with an
8,000-year-old fringing coral reef. The resort's 178 exquisite rooms
and magnificently appointed suites reflect a contemporary Malaysian
style, with a choice of lush views of the ancient rainforest or sweeping
views over the beckoning Andaman Sea, while the distinctive yet equally
alluring 4 restaurants at The Andaman, along with the Jentayu Lounge
and Beach Bar, offer a variety of local specialties and International
favourites that caters to all food aficionados.
As part of the resort's Coral Conservation project, guests are also
presented with the opportunity to give back to nature through its unique
Coral Nursery and Coral Reef Activities while V Botanical Spa, nestled
amid the serenity of an ancient rainforest, offers a perfect sanctuary for
a pampered bliss.

THE TAARAS BEACH & SPA RESORT, TERENGGANU,
MALAYSIA
Of all the East Coast beach paradises in Malaysia, Redang Island is one
of the most beautiful islands in Malaysia and a stay at The Taaras Beach
and Spa Resort is an excellent way to experience all that Redang has to
offer. The resort's 190 air-conditioned rooms sit in the embrace of verdant,
mountainous jungle and faces a truly picture-perfect expanse of powdery
white sand and azure blue waters - perfect for all avid travellers.
They say the best thing about memories is making them and The Taaras
is all about creating wonderful memories through an everlasting journey
of experiences. Wake up to having the beautiful beach as your backdrop,
a quick snorkel at the coral reef and turtle watching, adventurous island
hopping and ATV ride, besides learning how to dive with our experienced
dive instructors. A True Paradise Indeed!
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THE STRAND YANGON, MYANMAR
Built in 1901 and acquired soon after by the Sarkies brothers, famed
for the likes of Raffles in Singapore and The E&O in Penang, The Strand
Hotel remains one of Asia's most enduring and awe-inspiring Colonial
landmarks. With a recent full refurbishment in 2016, all 32 suites were
redecorated retaining its legendary style and timeless elegance, while
upgraded with the latest modern amenities. Located in the heart of
downtown Yangon, the Strand Restaurant is Yangon's premium dining
venue, while the more informal Strand Cafe is open throughout the day
and is a popular spot for traditional and Burmese afternoon tea. The
hotel has recently expanded its presence in Southeast Asia with the
launch of the Strand Cruise, a luxury boutique river cruiser that mirrors
the legendary style of its sister property and operates a schedule of
three- and four-night itineraries on the Ayeyarwady River between the
ancient cities of Bagan and Mandalay.

SANCTUARY ANANDA, MYANMAR
Custom built by local craftsmen using traditional materials designed
with contemporary luxury amenities, Sanctuary Ananda offers a sleek
luxurious all suite ship that will take guests on a stylish voyage promising
a breathtaking discovery of the beautiful riveting rivers of Myanmar.
Sanctuary Ananda set sail on the Myanmar Rivers in November 2014 and
offers 20 spacious suites on three decks, the luxurious Owner's suite, a
sundeck with an outdoor pool and the Kansi panorama lounge. Guests
can visit temples, pagodas, palaces and monasteries along the Irrawaddy
River on a choice of cruises from Mandalay to Bagan, Bhamo or Yangon.
Journeys on its great tributary, the Chindwin, will take guests to rarely
trodden places - through the jungles of the north, forgotten villages, and
ancient towns almost to the border of India. Indulge in delicious dining
options of international and asian dishes and be pampered with top
quality service.

SANCTUM INLE RESORT, MYANMAR
Sanctum Inle Resort is the first upscale hotel to come on the shores of one
of Myanmar's most compelling tourist destinations, the storied Inle Lake.
Boasting 94 rooms including its 150 square metre presidential Sanctuary
Suite, a Shan and international cuisine restaurant called The Refectory,
the elegant Cloister Bar, a large swimming pool overlooking the lake and
The Sanctuary Spa, the Brigitte Dumont de Chassart-designed resort
celebrated its grand opening October 2016. Travelling two hours by air,
car and boat from Yangon, Sanctum Inle Resort inspires contemplation
through its off-the-beaten-path location and architectural flourishes that
invoke monastic traditions, such as Spanish-style arches and minimalist
but modern room designs. Guests can embrace the quietude of the lake,
indulge in menus that span Eurasia and explore the stilted wooden homes
and floating vegetable gardens of the local communities.
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PAN PACIFIC YANGON, MYANMAR
Take a break amidst the heart of the city at Pan Pacific Yangon, rising
above the hustle and bustle for an oasis of calm. An integral part of
the Junction City mixed-use development, the hotel is strategically
located along Shwedagon Pagoda Road in downtown Yangon. The
rooms are designed with well-appointed furnishing and premium
amenities promising a comfortable, luxurious stay. The famous Sky
Lobby on the sixth floor offers impressive vistas of the city with its
floor-to-ceiling windows. Unwind in this luxurious accommodation and
top-notch facilities and be pampered with a wide range of face and body
treatments and traditional healing therapies at the award-winning St.
Gregory Spa and Wellness Centre. The hotel also has comprehensive
meeting venues and a refreshing range of dining and recreational
facilities meeting the needs of both business and leisure travellers with
an added touch of luxury.

YANGON EXCELSIOR HOTEL, MYANMAR
The five storey hotel and 74 rooms and suites are designed with a perfect
union of colonial elegance and contemporary style offering a warm and
luxurious stay. Intricately designed with floor-to-ceiling windows, smokedoak parquet floors, bespoke furniture, leather and marble materials, the
rooms exude geniality and personality while ensuring maximum comfort.
Hotel guests and visitors can dine throughout the day in the Newsroom, a
magical place that evokes all the glorious moments of journalists of the
day. In the evening, the prestigious Steel Brothers Wine & Grill opens its
doors offering a vast selection of premium wines and delectable menu
based on farm fresh vegetables, prime meat cuts and sustainable fish
and seafood - all served by an attentive and courteous team. Unwind and
indulge at the Excelsior Spa any time of the day with three treatment
room boasting a range of therapeutic massages and fitness facilities.

LOTTE HOTEL YANGON, MYANMAR
Setting a new standard for 5-star accommodation in Myanmar, the sleek
and modern Lotte Hotel offers an air of spaciousness and refinement
with breathtaking state-of-the-art interior design. Conveniently located
with the iconic Shwedagon Pagoda to the south and the deep blue waters
of Inya Lake on the east, the hotel's 343 rooms and premier suites offer
stunning views with world-class facilities. The three remarkable lakeview
restaurants serving up Korean, Chinese and international cuisine are
complemented by a number of stylish bars and lounges. The infinity pool
complex is designed to provide unrivalled relaxation in the heart of the
city. Whether it's hosting standout international events and seminars,
or a relaxing holiday for the family, the hotel's warm hospitality will
inspire guests to discover refined elegance. In addition, various outdoor
amenities such as cabanas and pool bars provide families and couples
with an extraordinary travel experience.
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ROSEWOOD YANGON, MYANMAR
Opening in winter 2018, Rosewood Yangon is a restored heritage
building that will feature 206 spacious guestrooms, suites, and one and
two-bedroom apartments. Boasting high ceilings and abundant natural
light, most guestrooms will also feature patios and balconies where
guests can take in views of the majestic Yangon River or the beautifully
landscaped internal courtyards. The hotel will offer five distinct dining
venues including a residential-style tea lounge and patisserie, a modern
Chinese restaurant, a convivial bistro, an intimate bar and cigar lounge,
and a panoramic rooftop bar boasting sweeping views of the city and
the Yangon River. Recreational options will include Sense, A Rosewood
Spa, a rooftop infinity pool and a fitness studio. Meeting and function
facilities will include a ballroom, bridal suite, function salon, three
meeting rooms and outdoor deck.

SIX SENSES CON DAO, VIETNAM
Tranquilly set in a protected national and marine park, comprising 50
private pool villas with a reflection of Vietnamese traditional fishing
village, Six Senses Con Dao has been recognised as a top eco lodge by
National Geographic Traveler. Indulge in Western and Vietnamese dishes
at several dining options. Vietnamese By the Market presents traditional
local flavours, while By the Beach Restaurant offers panoramic ocean
views and gentle sea breezes, specialising in locally caught seafood.
The Six Senses Spa at Con Dao has the dramatic backdrop of the Lo Voi
Mountains, with classic signature treatments and specialist therapies.
There is a host of activities tailored to suit all requirements and individual
preferences. From water and beach sports to hiking, discovering nature
and turtle watching, Con Dao Island has something special for all interests
and ages.

SIX SENSES NINH VAN BAY, VIETNAM
Six Senses Ninh Van Bay sits on a dramatic bay with golden sand and
towering mountains. The family friendly resort has 59 pool villas,
several bars and restaurants serving local and international specialties,
complemented by delectable local seafood. It is also an ideal setting for
destination weddings.
Six Senses Spa at Ninh Van Bay is a sanctuary for all the senses, with
traditional Vietnamese treatments and Six Senses Yogic wellness journeys
to suit every individual. Guests also enjoy many of the resort's activities
and excursions on water, snorkeling the coral house reef and on land by
joining cultural and wildlife tours.
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JW MARRIOTT PHU QUOC EMERALD BAY, VIETNAM
Savour an idyllic island retreat with unique luxury on a pristine beach
of Phu Quoc, Vietnam's hidden paradise. JW Marriott Phu Quoc Emerald
Bay offers a world of fantasies of resort campus living with a unique
concept of the mythical "Lamarck University" designed by renowned
architect Bill Bensley. Nestled on an untouched shoreline of Bai Kem, the
5-star international luxury beach resort welcomes guests with whimsical
design and exquisite details in all ocean-facing 234 rooms, suites, and
villas. A wide range of enriching experiences are waiting to be explored,
from 5 distinctive themed restaurants and bars, an ultimate indulgence
at Chanterelle - Spa, artisanal shopping at Rue deLamarck to water
activities at the resort's private beachfront.
Amidst a stunning architectural masterpiece featuring over 5,000 sqm of
dedicated and multi-purposed function space, whether you are looking
for a world-class summit or unforgettable wedding reception, uniquely
enriching discoveries always await you in this fantastical paradise.

LA RESIDENCE HUE, VIETNAM
La Residence is an enchanting boutique hotel on the banks of the fabled
Perfume River overlooking the former Imperial Citadel. Once home
to Emperors and now preserved as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, be
encapsulated by its opulence, excellence and warmth of the former
residence of the French Colonial Governor. Carefully restored in 2005 and
redeveloped as an exceptional design hotel, its distinctive bowed facade,
long horizontal lines and nautical flourishes are hallmarks of the 1920's
Streamline Moderne school of Art Deco architecture. Each guestroom
and public recreational spaces are designed with style with inspirational
touches throughout the hotel, from its high ceilings, terrazzo floors,
handrails, balconies, light fittings and furnishings. Dining options include
first class French-Vietnamese fusion dishes paired with fine wine or more
casual dining at the pool bar. Le Spa has a selection of therapies to soothe
and rejuvenate the mind and body.

HERITAGE LINE, VIETNAM
Heritage Line is a distinguished cruise line operating remarkable vessels
along the most scenic waterways of Myanmar, Cambodia and Vietnam.
Careful attention to detail, hand-picked personal experiences and
heartfelt hospitality on board characterize their voyages.
Among their fleet three flagships stand out: The British-Colonial designed
Anawrahta lets guests experience utmost luxury while cruising on the
two major Burmese rivers. On the Mekong, The Jahan sails between Siem
Reap and Saigon or vice versa. Resembling the opulent vessels of former
British India, The Jahan provides high-class facilities including a Jacuzzi
pool, a gym and spa with steam bath. Ginger, a new 12-suites vessel, is
plying the serene Lan Ha Bay (part of the famous Halong Bay) and offers
a captivating lifestyle cruise theme. Its amenities include a large spa,
a lavish pool on the sun deck, an open-kitchen concept and a bicycle
excursion complete this unique sailing experience.
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FOUR SEASONS RESORT THE NAM HAI HOI AN,
VIETNAM
Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An, Vietnam offers an
illuminating connection to three extraordinary UNESCO sites from a
private kilometre-stretch of one of Forbes' `best beaches in the world.'
Sleek beach and ocean-view villas Ð many with private pools Ð showcase
raised sleeping platforms and outdoor showers within 35 acres of palmstrewn gardens.
Immerse yourself in centuries of culinary history at The Nam Hai
Cooking Academy; connect to nature's healing vibrations in The Heart
of the Earth Spa; ride the East Sea with exhilarating water sports;
or sample inventive culinary delights at two restaurants and the
effortlessly chilled Beach Bar.

AMANOI NINH THUAN, VIETNAM
Combining the Sanskrit-derived word for 'peace' with noi, meaning
'place' in Vietnamese, Amanoi is a contemporary beachside resort with
11 guest Pavilions, 18 Villas with private pools, five residences and two
spa houses. Overlooking Vinh Hy Bay on Vietnam's dramatic central
coast, the property is embraced by Nui Chua National Park and features
a lakeside Aman Spa. Magnificent views unfold from the spectacular
hilltop infinity pool and the Central Pavilion, which houses the Restaurant,
Bar and library. Down on the shore, the Beach Club, with its dining area
and second swimming pool, overlooks a private swathe of golden sand.
Serving Vietnamese and international cuisines, the restaurant lies at the
heart of the Central Pavilion offering superb views of the East Sea and
the rugged coastline. The Bar is set beneath soaring eaves with views of
rolling hills and distant mountains.

THE REVERIE SAIGON, VIETNAM
At the centre of Ho Chi Minh City is the unapologetically opulent Reverie
Saigon - the only member property of The Leading Hotels of the World in
Vietnam and irrefutably the country's most extravagant hotel. Situated
in the topmost floors of the contemporary, landmark Times Square
Building in prestigious District 1, the much-lauded hotel pairs worldclass service with a unique celebration of haute Italian design and the
warmth of Vietnamese hospitality. In addition to its 286 rooms and
suites and its 89 residential-style units - all of which feature spectacular
views of the picturesque Saigon River and the surrounding skyline the hotel features four distinctive dining destinations, the city's most
luxurious spa, a high-tech fitness centre and a resort-style swimming
pool. Found at the heart of Vietnam's buzzing commercial and lifestyle
hub, The Reverie Saigon presents an inimitable luxury stay experience.
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FOUR SEASONS, SAYAN, INDONESIA
Experience Bali's cultural heartland at Four Seasons Resort Sayan: a
hillside haven bathed in beauty and purity. Arrive via a dramatic bridge,
beneath which the sacred Ayung valley spreads its tropical arms, then
descend through a valley of towering trees, tiered rice paddies and
enchanting gardens that cocoon 60 suites and villas.
The Sacred River Spa with Chakra Ceremonies and river stone massages
reconnects the mind and body with yoga and meditation in the lotus
petal Dharma Shanti Bale. Savour the simplicity of rice planting with local
farmers before tucking into home-style Indonesian specialties at Ayung
Terrace. Rekindle romance at the rooftop lotus pond, or relax in the splitlevel pool cantilevered over the river.
Less than ten minutes from the stylish boutiques, ateliers and eateries of
boho-chic Ubud, Four Seasons Sayan encapsulates Bali at its philosophical
and soulful best.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT, JIMBARAN BAY, INDONESIA
Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay immerses guests in the sights
and sounds, architecture and art, traditions and innovations of Indonesia's
most magical island. Comprising seven living 'villages', the iconic resort
has completed a major renovation of all 147 pool villas - including the
all new Royal, Imperial and Premier Ocean Villas. The contemporary
Balinese-inspired accommodations cascade down 14 hectares of hilly
headland and tropical water gardens adorned with hundreds of statues
and shrines.
Embark on a culinary journey at the onsite Jala Cooking Academy, and
a curative journey at The Healing Village Spa. Learn to surf with expert
Tropicsurf coaches in the gentlebay. Or soak up the chilled-chic vibe - and
Southeast Asia's best cocktails - from a poolside beachfront daybed at
Sundara. Outside the resort, trek to the summit of Mount Batur, tour the
local fish markets, marvel at the world-renowned Uluwatu Temple dancers
and more!

AMANWANA MOYO ISLAND, INDONESIA
Amanwana or 'peaceful forest', is the only resort located on the
remote island of Moyo, a nature reserve east of Bali. Set on a beach
overlooking the Flores Sea, Amanwana is a wilderness hideaway with
accommodation in 20 luxury guest tents. Low-impact and eco-friendly,
the standalone tents are decked out sensitively with hardwood floors,
walls and windows. Each tent features an ensuite bathroom and netdraped kingsize beds.
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Jungle treks on Moyo provide the chance to discover waterfalls and a
variety of birdlife. The protected marine park offers some of the best
scuba diving and snorkelling in Indonesia, with pristine reefs boasting
a rich array of sea life. The camp's coastal cruisers, Amanikan and
Amandira, host adventurous multi-day excursions to Rinca and Komodo
Islands, and to the beautiful archipelago of Raja Ampat. These include
the Banda Archipelago of seven volcanic islands, each a tropical
paradise.

AMANKILA BALI, INDONESIA
Mount Agung provides a dramatic backdrop for Amankila ('peaceful hill'),
a secluded seaside resort overlooking the Lombok Strait in East Bali. The
31 free-standing suites offer exceptional sea views from their hillside
settings, and are connected to the resort's restaurants and other facilities
by raised walkways. Guests can relax around the signature three-tier
swimming pool or at the Beach Club. This offers another swimming pool
and a restaurant set back from the private beach in a tranquil coconut
grove. Additional facilities include the Fitness Pavilion and Massage
Pavilion. The Library overlooks the top tier of Amankila's main swimming
pool, while the Boutique and Gallery showcase Balinese art, crafts and
antiques. Situated in Karangasem, one of Bali's most traditional regencies,
Amankila offers easy access to untouched countryside, local crafts and the
region's royal past.

AMANJIWO JAVA, INDONESIA
Amanjiwo ('peaceful soul') overlooks Borobudur, the world's largest
Buddhist sanctuary in the rural heartland of Central Java. Located in one
of the most scenic parts of Indonesia, the 31-suite resort rests within
a natural amphitheatre: the Menoreh Hills rise up behind, and four
volcanoes grace the horizon. From Amanjiwo's entrance, five steps lead to
the Bar, a circular salon with columns and drop fans. Further steps drop
to the Restaurant, with its silver-leaf ceiling, double row of stone columns
and incredible views over Borobudur.
The magnificent swimming pool is lapped by rice paddies and offers
panoramic views of the Kedu Plain. Amanjiwo provides the opportunity
for immersion in Javanese culture, offering trips to temples and antique
shops, as well as private dawn and sunset visits to Borobudur and
beautiful hikes into the region's hills.

AMANIKAN & AMANDIRA, INDONESIA
Venture into the Indonesian archipelago and experience an adventure
through one of the world's most exceptional marine areas. The two
custom-built cruisers draw on the Sanskrit-derived word for `peace',
and fuse the elegant traditions of Indonesian craftsmanship with
modern amenities and luxury comforts. Witness the komodo dragon in
its natural habitat and dive the pristine waters of the Flores Sea. The
two vessels draw on the Sanskrit-derived word for 'peace', fusing the
elegant custom-built coastal cruisers that are handmade by local master
craftsmen and attached with modern amenities and luxury comfort.
The 105-foot Amanikan and 170-foot Amandari each feature a crew of
10-13, including a personal chef, dive master, captain, cruiser manager,
housekeeper and massage therapist, allowing guests to enjoy tailormade service whilst sailing the vibrant waters of Indonesia.
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THE SANCHAYA, INDONESIA
Located just 50 minutes away from Singapore, Bintan Island's most
stylish beachfront resort, The Sanchaya, boasts colonial-inspired design
features and a stately home atmosphere, complete with breathtaking
views across the crystal-clear ocean. With unrivalled luxury, tropical
glamour and world-class service, the estate features 29 villas and suites
plus a stunning private residence, serving as the perfect spot for small
groups. Exclusive to residing guests, The Sanchaya boasts two delicious
restaurants, Thai Tasanee Grill and The Dining Room, The Bar and
Decanter serving up Indonesian and international cuisine with an added
touch of luxury. Also available is a 24-hour in-villa dining, a bar, wine
cellar, library, boardroom, 50-metre long infinity pool, intimate spa,
gymnasium, beachside yoga pavilion, croquet lawn, herb and vegetable
garden. Opened in December 2014, The Sanchaya is a leading award
winning luxury resort, including 'Top Resorts in Asia' in Conde Nast
Traveller's Reader's Choice Awards 2017.

TRISARA PHUKET, THAILAND
Encapsulated in a tropical forest and a 40-acre garden that rise gently
from the seafront between the two private headlands and pristine beach,
Trisara offers 39 spacious ocean facing pool villas and 25 multi-bedroom
private residences with dedicated cooks and housekeepers. Just 15
minutes from Phuket International Airport, guests can escape to true
intimate privacy of its villas and residences situated on a quiet bay on
Phuket's sophisticated, natural north-western coastline with wonderful
views of the Andaman Sea. Deriving its name from the Sanskrit language
for "Garden in the Third Heaven", Trisara truly is a sanctuary of privacy,
space and haven for the senses.
Inspired by Thailand's rich heritage, rooted in timeless tradition and
bound to nature, Trisara offers sincere, generous experiences that
celebrate spiritual and physical well-being and encourage moments of
reflection and connection.

SAMUJANA KOH SAMUI, THAILAND
Overlooking the magnificent clear-blue waters of Koh Samui lies the
perfect retreat to luxury: Samujana. Nestled on top of a coral cove,
Samujana is meticulously designed by famed designer Gary Fell for a
bespoke experience in each villa. Samujana is the epitome of indooroutdoor living style. Each villa has an oversized private infinity pool,
breathtaking sea views, state-of-the-art facilities, and personalised 5-star
hotel services. Be pampered with a private villa manager and maid, stateof-the art leisure facilities and the latest in audio and media amenities
creating a home away from home experience. Guests are treated to
authentic local culture and resort activities that can be tailored-fit to
a specific requirement. For fun beyond the villas, there is an extensive
range of land and water experiences that can be curated for unique
adventures. The hotel prides itself on providing an unparalleled luxury
experience with the motto, "Your Place. Your Time."
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ROSEWOOD HOTEL, PHUKET, THAILAND
Nestled along a 600-metre beachfront at the exquisite Emerald Bay,
experience a tropical beach hideaway and evocative expression of an
idyllic ocean village. With serene ocean views over sun-weathered shores
that elicit a harmonious celebration of luxury island living, Rosewood
infuses innovative architecture with a timeless elegance that blends with
the lush natural landscapes. Be awaken with all senses in the 71 pavilions
and villas which are at least 130 square meters some include private pool
and sun terrace. An array of culinary journeys is envisioned through
four distinct outlets; a rustic chic Thai seafood restaurant, contemporary
Italian bistro, relaxed poolside seafood eatery and pool lounge bar.
Resting within 43.5 acres of verdant beachfront gardens, a carefully
curated selection of recreational pursuits comprises an integrated
wellness concept, fitness center, children's explorer club, events space and
beachside pools for an authentic sense of place.

LAYAN RESIDENCES BY ANANTARA PHUKET,
THAILAND
Experience true island exclusivity in one of our private pool residences
15 uniquely designed located on lush hillside overlooking Layan Bay,
each featuring incredible coastal vistas showcased by high ceilings,
expansive windows and sweeping verandas.
Choose the perfect hideaway for pool parties by day, intimate wine
tastings and movie nights, or quiet moments of bliss. Relish serene
seclusion or socialise and entertain, hosting elegant pool parties by day
and rooftop soirees at night. Call upon your live-in butler to take care
of every need. The five-star facilities and services of Anantara Layan
Phuket Resort provide a world-class lifestyle.
Book any Pool Villa or Residence to take advantage of complimentary
use of a handysmartphone throughout your stay.

AMANPURI PHUKET, THAILAND
Amanpuri, which translates to 'place of peace' reflects the style and
elegance of Thai culture. Situated on Phuket's west coast on a headland
overlooking the Andaman Sea, the resort's 40 guest Pavilions and 40
Residences are surrounded by lush gardens and coconut palms. Elegant
dining venues such as Amanpuri's Thai Restaurant and Italian venue
Arva open onto the central swimming pool, from which a sweeping stone
stairway descends to the private white-sand beach and Beach Club. While
the Bar provides poolside drinks and snacks, a walk-in wine room features
more than 200 varieties from world-class producers. Latin American-style
cocktails and streetfood are highlights of the South American Lounge,
with Japanese dining in its purest, most enticing form showcased at Nama.
Relax and rejuvenate at the Aman Spa with panoramic views on a hilltop
setting. With a fleet of luxury cruisers, Amanpuri offers the opportunity to
explore the many islands of the Andaman Sea.
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ALILA VILLAS KOH RUSSEY, CAMBODIA
Sublime natural beauty abounds on the enchanting island of Koh Russey,
a tropical jewel blessed with stunning coastlines, dramatic headlands,
powder-sand beaches and tropical forests, framed by the emerald
waters of the gulf and the azure sky. Designed in harmony with these
spectacular surroundings, Alila Villas Koh Russey is an ecological escape
infused with Khmer culture and charm, where privacy, nature and local
hospitality take centre stage. The 63 pavilions and pool villas offer
an environment of unparalleled comfort and luxury for an exclusive
lifestyle experience. Sleek modern architecture inspired by Cambodia's
quintessential krama scarf, elegant interiors that seamlessly merge with
the outdoors, lush landscaping and stunning views converge to create
idyllic retreats. Just a 10-minute boat ride from the Cambodian coast
with regular shuttle boats connecting the resort to the mainland, the
resort is conveniently located for trips to discover peaceful towns and
catch glimpses of local life.

SHINTA MANI WILD Ð BENSLEY COLLECTION
SIHANOUKVILLE, CAMBODIA
Set along 1.5 kilometres of river and waterfalls, world renowned resort
designer Bill Bensley has created an ambitious 15 tents luxury camp
with custom designed tents perched over the swift moving waters and
waterfalls, providing a view and experience unlike any other resort in Asia.
Each tent has been meticulously designed to evoke the feeling of what it
would have been like to be on a luxury safari in the jungles of Cambodia
with Jacky O'. Driven by creative experiences, Bensley and team worked
with partners to bring this new hotel to life that also protects wildlife in
the 350 hectare river valley between Bokor and Kirirom National Park
from poaching mining and logging.
Whether it's spending a day exploring the ecosystems on a luxury cruise
or sampling locally inspired food with ingredients sourced through the
Shinta Mani Foundation, guests will have more activity options than time
to do them.

SHINTA MANI ANGKOR Ð BENSLEY COLLECTION
SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA
Shinta Mani Angkor Ð Bensley Collection is the newest offering from
renowned international resort designer Bill Bensley. Situated in the
cultural heart of Siem Reap, these 10 private villa compounds with
personal swimming pools allow guests to experience this lively town in a
whole new level of lush comfort. Under the ancient canopy of Siem Reap's
palace trees, each walled compound will offer guests total privacy in their
own Bill Bensley garden with a tropical living feel. Inlaid ceiling artwork
showcasing the images of Angkor complement the modern, minimalist
and chic interiors.
With over 150sqm surface, 9-metre private pool, extensive gardens, and
a rooftop "living room" guests will luxuriate in, while frittering the days
away in tropical splendour as the Bensley Butlers make sure everything is
"just as it should be".
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PHUM BAITANG - SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA
Translated to 'green village' in Khmer, Phum Baitang is an intimate 5-star
resort that lives up to its name. Located near Siem Reap, the gateway to
the Angkor World Heritage site, this elegant hideaway is set within eight
acres of lush gardens and paddy fields. It comprises twenty-five spacious
villas with private terrace, and twenty others with private plunge
pool. The wooden and stilted villas are inspired both in- and outside by
traditional Cambodian design.
For an elegant dining experience, Phum Baitang's two restaurants serve
locally-inspired and international cuisine. At the Children's Club, the
fully-trained staff will ensure children, like adults, have an unforgettable
stay! A luxurious and tranquil Spa Temple offers seven treatment rooms,
a sauna, steam room, and relaxation area. For an ultimate luxury
retreat, a yoga pavilion, fully-equipped fitness room and 50m outdoor
infinity pool complete the resort's leisure facilities.

PARK HYATT SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA
A home away from home, Park Hyatt Siem Reap gives its guests a feeling
of complete relaxation. Located within walking distance to the city's major
tourist destinations, the newest international five-star hotel in Siem Reap
offers a satisfying luxury experience every step of the way. The hotel is
unique in its award-winning architecture, renovated and redesigned by
world-renowned Bangkok-based interior designer Bill Bensley. Park Hyatt
Siem Reap features 104 contemporary guest rooms, including 13 suites,
four of which showcase private plunge pools. The dramatic white facade
and spacious dome-shaped ceiling have been designed to replicate the
interior towers of Angkor Wat. Combined with this experience, guests
can enjoy an exceptional taste of local cuisine and cultural performances,
including the traditional Apsara Dance and Bokator, a traditional form of
Cambodia martial arts.

AMANSARA SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA
The former guesthouse of King Norodom Sihanouk, Amansara is situated
on the outskirts of Siem Reap, just 10 minutes from the entrance to
Cambodia's Angkor UNESCO World Heritage site. The resort draws its
name from two Sanskrit-derived words - aman ('peace') and apsara (the
'heavenly nymphs' of ancient Hindu mythology). The 24-suite garden
estate has two swimming pools and the ambience of a gracious private
home. The circular Dining Room with its soaring ceiling and shaded
terrace serves a menu of Khmer and Western cuisines. It includes a
walk-in wine and cheese cellar and a casual lounging area. The Roof
Terrace offers a seasonal venue for early or late evening drinks and
private dinners. The tranquil Aman Spa overlooks an ancient rain tree
with four treatment rooms, each with an attached relaxation area
overlooking a reflection pond set against a 43-metre sandstone relief.
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SONG SAA PRIVATE ISLAND, CAMBODIA
The stunning Song Saa Private Island resort is a wonderful example of
how nature and tourism can come together in harmony. Located just
off the Cambodian coast and accessible by boat from the port town of
Sihanoukville, this luxury resort offers a series of 24 pool villas including
jungle, ocean and overwater options.
The resort spans the islands of Koh Ouen and Koh Bong, which are
connected by a footbridge over a marine reserve established by Song
Saa's Foundation to safeguard the islands' reefs and marine life. And
while the resort was built in a sustainable manner, using mostly natural
up-cycled materials, it still also offers a range of luxury facilities including
a spa with outdoor pavilions, beach bar and restaurant, protected rain
forest and bird sanctuary, dive center, motorized watersports, and an
overwater restaurant and lounge with 360-degree ocean views.
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EXO
AGENT HUB

An exceedingly useful feature for our partners is the EXO LUXE Agent Hub. From
product offerings and marketing materials to online booking capabilities and useful
destination information, everything you need can be found in the Agent Hub. Here
are some highlights and key features that can be found there:
- Product updates
- Access to marketing materials
- Asia Image Libary
- Trade Tools (webinars, FAM trip and trade show information)
- Promotions & useful information
Improved Security: The security of our agents' information has always been
paramount. Accordingly, we've gone through the necessary steps to further
increase security within the backend of our website. Accounts within the Agent
Hub are personalised for each individual agent, managed by our in-house teams in
Bangkok Group Office.
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OUR OFFICES
ACROSS ASIA
luxe@exotravel.com
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HEAD OFFICE

LUXE by EXO - VIETNAM

LUXE BY EXO - MYANMAR

22nd Floor, Smooth Life Tower
44 North Sathorn Road, Silom
Bangkok 10500, THAILAND
Tel: +66 (0) 2 633 9060
E-mail: luxe@exotravel.com

Level 7-9, Nam Giao Building 1
261-263 Phan Xich Long Street
Phu Nhuan District,
Ho Chi Minh City, VIETNAM
Tel: +84 (0) 28 3995 9898

No.147 Shwegonedaing Street,
Yangon MYANMAR
Tel: +95 (0) 1 860 4933-40

LUXE by EXO - THAILAND

LUXE by EXO - LAOS

22nd Floor, Smooth Life Tower
44 North Sathorn Road, Silom,
Bangkok 10500, THAILAND
Tel: +66 (0) 2 633 9060

15 Kaysone Road, Ban Phon Sa Ad
Saysettha District, PO Box 4666,
Vientiane, LAOS PDR
Tel: +856 (0) 21 454 640-3

LUXE BY EXO - CAMBODIA

LUXE by EXO - JAPAN

LUXE by EXO - MALAYSIA

2nd Floor, No. 111 Norodom
Boulevard, Sangkat Chaktomuk
Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
CAMBODIA
Tel: +855 (0) 23 218 948

2F & 3F VORT Akasaka-Mitsuke
3-11-15 Akasaka; Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0052, JAPAN
Tel: +81 (0) 3 4580 7450

Level 8A, Bay 21, Jalan Bayu 21,
Off Jalan Istiadat, Likas
88400 Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah, MALAYSIA
Tel: +60 (0) 88 278 718

LUXE by EXO - INDONESIA

LUXE by EXO - CHINA

LUXE by EXO - SINGAPORE

Jl Bypass Ngurah Rai, No. 157,
Sanur, Denpasar, Bali, INDONESIA
Tel: +62 (0) 361 288 821

1709 Room, A building, U-Space
No.8 Guangqumenwai dajie
Beijing City 100022, CHINA
Tel: +86 (10) 5285 4947

33 Pekin Street #02-01,
Far East Square, 048763
SINGAPORE
Tel: +65 64380246
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THE PROFESSIONAL’S
GUIDE 2019

NHÀ XUẤT BẢN THẾ GIỚI (46 Trần Hưng Đạo, Hoàn Kiếm, Hà Nội) Chịu trách nhiệm xuất bản: TS. Trần Đoàn Lâm - Biên tập: Bùi Hương Giang - Liên kết xuất bản: Công ty Cổ phần TROPIKA - 126 Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai,
P. 6, Q. 3, TP. HCM. Tropika.com. In 470 bản, khổ 21 cm x 21 cm tại Công ty TNHH MTV ITAXA - 122-124-126 Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai, P. 6, Quận 3, TP. Hồ Chí Minh. Số ĐKXB: 3610-2018/CXBIPH/13-265/ThG. QĐXB số: 1105/
QĐ-ThG cấp ngày 12 tháng 10 năm 2018. In xong và nộp lưu chiểu năm 2018. ISBN: 978-604-77-5269-0.

Sách chuyên đề quảng cáo – Not For Sale

To learn more about the exciting products we have to offer, be sure to check out our Proguide
brochure which highlights our classic EXO products, our Events brochure which showcases
our MICE activities, and our Adventure brochure which is all about off-the-beaten-path travel.
Either ask your sales manager to send you a hard copy or, more conveniently, check it out on
our website.

